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a b s t r a c t
Background: The only successful HIV vaccine trial to date is the RV144 trial of the ALVAC/AIDSVAX vaccine
in Thailand, which showed an overall incidence reduction of 31%. Most cases were prevented in the
ﬁrst year, suggesting a rapidly waning efﬁcacy. Here, we predict the population level impact and costeffectiveness of practical implementation of such a vaccine in a setting of a generalised epidemic with
high HIV prevalence and incidence.
Methods: We used STDSIM, an established individual-based microsimulation model, tailored to a rural
South African area with a well-functioning HIV treatment and care programme. We estimated the
impact of a single round of mass vaccination for everybody aged 15–49, as well as 5-year and 2-year
re-vaccination strategies for young adults (aged 15–29). We calculated proportion of new infections prevented, cost-effectiveness indicators, and budget impact estimates of combined ART and vaccination
programmes.
Results: A single round of mass vaccination with a RV144-like vaccine will have a limited impact, preventing only 9% or 5% of new infections after 10 years at 60% and 30% coverage levels, respectively.
Revaccination strategies are highly cost-effective if vaccine prices can be kept below 150 US$/vaccine
for 2-year revaccination strategies, and below 200 US$/vaccine for 5-year revaccination strategies. Net
cost-savings through reduced need for HIV treatment and care occur when vaccine prices are kept below
75 US$/vaccine. These results are sensitive to alternative assumptions on the underlying sexual network,
background prevention interventions, and individual’s propensity and consistency to participate in the
vaccination campaign.
Discussion: A modestly effective vaccine can be a cost-effective intervention in highly endemic settings.
To predict the impact of vaccination strategies in other endemic situations, sufﬁcient knowledge of the
underlying sexual network, prevention and treatment interventions, and individual propensity and consistency to participate, is key. These issues are all best addressed in an individual-based microsimulation
model.
Crown Copyright © 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Despite extensive efforts and billions of dollars invested in
attempts to curb the spread of HIV [1], HIV prevalence remains
disturbingly high in many endemic countries. Although it has been
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suggested that HIV incidence may be declining among young adults
in countries like South Africa, the total number of prevalent infections at a global level increased again in 2009, with now more than
33.3 million people living with HIV, of whom 22.5 million in SubSaharan Africa [2]. Only few biomedical prevention interventions
have been proven successful in trials and in the ﬁeld, while other
promising interventions remained ineffective in real world situations [3,4]. In 2009, Rerks-Ngarm et al. presented the results of the
ﬁrst and only HIV vaccine randomized controlled trial to date that
showed a signiﬁcantly reduced HIV incidence [5]. In their modiﬁed intention-to-treat analysis, the ALVAC and AIDSVAX vaccine
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combination reduced HIV incidence by 31.2% (95% CI: 1.1–52.1%).
Although the vaccine efﬁcacy was modest and only borderline signiﬁcant, some argue that the population level impact of such a
vaccine might be comparable to that of male circumcision [6]. With
numerous HIV prevention trials showing no effect, the RV144 trial
result deserves further attention.
Mathematical modelling can explore the potential effects of HIV
prevention interventions in a given population. Many mathematical models have been used to this end [7], including compartmental
models [8–10] and microsimulation (i.e. ‘agent based’) models
[11,12]. Compartmental models are generally less complex in
structure, work with differential equations, and ignore chance. In
contrast, microsimulation models simulate individuals (‘agents’)
and therefore allow for more detailed heterogeneity among individuals. These models can also more realistically simulate the many
interacting factors that contribute to the spread and control of HIV,
including the complexity of sexual networks [13].
Here, we used the established microsimulation model STDSIM
to estimate the impact of the ALVAC/AIDSVAX vaccine on the HIV
epidemic in a rural South African setting with a high prevalence
and incidence with a well-functioning HIV treatment and care programme [14,15]. We present base-case results consisting of a single
round of mass vaccination, as well as the impact, cost-effectiveness,
and budget impact of repeated vaccination (revaccination) strategies in combination with antiretroviral therapy (ART). In addition,
we investigate the impact under alternative assumptions for mechanisms that are often highly simpliﬁed in other models: sexual
mixing patterns, background prevention interventions, and vaccine
delivery.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Model and vaccine
We used STDSIM, a stochastic microsimulation model for the
spread and control of HIV and other STIs [13,16,17]. The model simulates individuals in a dynamic network of sexual contacts, and has
been extensively used to evaluate the impact of prevention and
treatment interventions on HIV epidemics in Sub-Saharan African
settings [11,18,19]. Here, we used a quantiﬁcation, i.e. parameter settings, for the Hlabisa sub-district in KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa. This area has an HIV prevalence approaching 30% in adults
aged 15–49 years in 2010, and a well-developed ART programme
[14,20]. In the model, based on results from recent observational
studies elsewhere in Africa, ART reduces HIV infectiousness by 92%
[21,22] and increases the remaining ART-naive HIV survival by a
factor of 3 at time of ART initiation [23]. We assume ART to be given
at ≤200 cells/L from 2004, and at ≤350 cells/L from mid-2010,
according to the new WHO treatment guidelines [24]. The coverage
of ART in 2009 as a result of the modelled health seeking behaviour
is about 21% of all HIV infected patients, and 75% of those eligible,
which corresponds with local data [20]. The modelled circumcision rate is 25% [25], and condom use during casual sexual contacts
or commercial sex is 25% from 2003 onwards [25–27]. A detailed
description of the model and this quantiﬁcation can be found in
the supplementary material. All modelling results in this paper are
averages over 1000 model runs.
The vaccine efﬁcacy is based on the modiﬁed intention-to-treat
efﬁcacy estimate of 31.2% of Rerks-Ngarm et al. [5]. However, most
infections were prevented in the ﬁrst year after vaccination, suggesting a rapidly waning immunity. Consequently, we assumed the
following vaccine efﬁcacy (VE, varying between 0 and 1, where 1 is
full protection and 0 equals no protection): VE = 0.78 × exp−0.06t ,
where t = time since vaccination in months, as described in this
issue’s editorial. Although the vaccine in the trial consisted of several different injections, we assume the vaccine to consist of 1
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injection and protection to occur immediately in order to avoid
undue complexity in our model.

2.2. Vaccination strategies
As in other papers in this special issue the base-case scenario
consists of a single round of mass vaccination for which the entire
population aged 15–49 years is eligible. Two different coverage
levels are deﬁned for the base-case scenario: low uptake (30% coverage), and moderate uptake (60% coverage). The mass vaccination
campaign is assumed to take place in 2015, and to take a total of 6
months (January 2015 to June 2015). We examined the impact on
HIV incidence and prevalence over the period 2015–2025, as well
as the proportion of new infections averted over the same period.
A vaccine with such a quickly waning efﬁcacy is unlikely to be
introduced in the form of a one-time mass vaccination programme.
Therefore, we also examined the impact of revaccination strategies
for young adults (aged 15–29), assuming two different frequencies of revaccinating, every 2 years and every 5 years, again at
coverage levels of 30% and 60%. Here, we consider revaccination
as repeated vaccination programmes with the same vaccine in the
target age-group. We assume that revaccination will boost immunity to the same level and duration of protection as afforded by the
initial vaccination, regardless of the remaining level of immunity
after a previous vaccination. The propensity to participate in health
care and prevention programmes varies among individuals, resulting in core groups of participants and non-participants in repeated
programmes such as repeated vaccination programmes. Therefore,
modelled participation in the revaccination campaign is at random
during the ﬁrst round (when individuals become eligible for the ﬁrst
time based on their age), and individuals participating in the ﬁrst
round are more likely to also participate in subsequent vaccination
rounds. Consistency of participation in revaccination rounds in the
model can range from 0% (i.e. fully random participation in each
successive round) and 100% (i.e. the same individuals participate
in successive re-vaccination rounds). We assumed a consistency of
participation of 50%. When individuals age out of the target population (i.e. aged 30+ years), they are no longer eligible for subsequent
vaccination rounds. We assume that one vaccination round takes 6
months (January to June).
We calculated the 20-year (2015–2035) impact and efﬁciency
for several revaccination strategies: i) population aged 15–29; ii)
population aged 15–49; iii) population aged 15–24; iv) population with highest HIV incidence (i.e. women aged 15–24, men aged
25–34); and v) Population aged 15–49 and with multiple recent
partners (2+ partners in the last 6 months). In addition, we explored
the impact of risk compensation of those who received the vaccine on the proportion of infections prevented and efﬁciency of
the vaccination program. Individuals who are vaccinated might
perceive themselves at a lower risk of acquiring an HIV infection and reduce their condom use [28]. In addition, vaccination
might delay the time for an HIV infected patient to seek HIV speciﬁc care. Asymptomatic vaccinated HIV infected patients might
be less likely to attend voluntary counselling and testing services,
while symptomatic vaccinated patients might seek care elsewhere
before visiting an HIV clinic due to a lower perceived risk of having HIV. Therefore, we assumed two types of risk compensation:
sexual risk compensation (reduced condom use rates from 25% to
15% in casual relations for vaccinated individuals) and healthcare
seeking risk compensation (doubling the HIV-stage speciﬁc time
until a vaccinated and infected person seeks HIV-related care, see
supplementary material). We calculated the cumulative proportion
of new infections prevented over the 20-year period, as well as the
number needed to vaccinate (NNV) to prevent one new infection
[29].
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2.3. Cost-effectiveness
HIV infections prevented through vaccination will lead to reductions in costs for HIV treatment and care. Therefore, we estimated
the impact of the vaccination programme on the total costs of the
combined vaccination and treatment and care programme. For the
annual costs of HIV treatment and care, we used published values
from Cape Town [30] (see supplementary material). We calculated
the cumulative net cost of delivering HIV treatment and care under
different vaccination strategies and price levels of the vaccine compared to the cost of HIV treatment and care in the absence of
vaccination. Budget impact results were calculated for the 2-year
and 5-year revaccination strategies, targeted at the population aged
15–29, and the population with the highest HIV incidence (women
aged 15–24, men aged 24–35). Price levels for the vaccine ranged
between 10 US$/vaccine and 200 US$/vaccine. All cost results are
per vaccine recipient.
International benchmarks suggest that interventions that cost
less than three times a country’s gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita per Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) averted can be considered cost-effective, while interventions that cost less than one
time a country’s GDP per capita per DALY averted can be considered highly cost-effective [31]. Here, we assumed that life-years
gained crudely reﬂect DALYs averted. By ignoring the disability loss
due to living with an infection, we only slightly underestimate the
total number of DALYs averted through vaccination, as the WHO
estimates show that the years lived with disability only accounts
for 9% of the total DALY loss due to HIV in the Africa region [32].
South Africa’s GDP per capita was 10,140 US$ in 2009 [33]. We
divided the total budget of the vaccination strategies by the associated life years gained, and established the maximum vaccine price
level that would still render the vaccination strategy cost-effective
(i.e. costing less than 30,420 US$ per life year gained) and highly
cost-effective (i.e. costing less than 10,140 US$ per life year gained),
respectively. All Life-years gained and future costs were discounted
at an annual rate of 3% [34].
2.4. Scenario analysis
We used the 60% coverage, 2-year revaccination strategy for
young adults to determine the importance of the assumptions
regarding the underlying sexual network, participation with and
implementation of the vaccination program, and the background
treatment and prevention interventions.
We ﬁrst tested the impact of the vaccine in sexual networks with
higher and lower levels of concurrency by adjusting the duration of
relationships. As these alternative scenarios resulted in a different
HIV epidemic than observed, we ﬁne-tuned the HIV epidemic to
accurately reﬂect the observed HIV epidemic of the Hlabisa subdistrict by adjusting circumcision and condom use rates, and the
effectiveness of STI treatment in reducing HIV transmission (see
supplementary material for more details). In addition - in order to
examine the impact of the vaccine for different levels of endemicity
– we made two scenarios in which the overall partner change rates
were increased and decreased by 10%, resulting in a proportion of
15–49 year olds with 2+ partners in the last 12 months of 44% and
40% respectively (baseline = 42%). The resulting HIV prevalence in
the 10% reduction scenario is comparable to the HIV epidemic in
South Africa as a whole [2] (see Figure S2D).
Since there is heterogeneity in the risk of acquiring and transmitting sexually transmitted infections, the impact of an HIV
vaccine will depend especially on the participation rates of highrisk groups [35]. Therefore, we calculated the impact under a
scenario where only individuals with multiple recent partners
(deﬁned as those having 2 or more partners in the last 6 months)
participate (100% participation of men and women with multiple

recent partners), and a scenario where only low-risk individuals
participate (0% participation of men with multiple recent partners,
and 16% participation of women with multiple recent partners),
with total population coverage remaining at 60%. In addition, we
examined the effect of different durations of a single vaccination
round by giving the vaccine to the target population over the course
of two year versus delivering it to all participants at once (i.e. over
the course of a day), and we looked at how participation consistency
affects the impact of the 2-year revaccination strategy by assuming
scenarios of 0% consistency and 100% consistency. Finally, we also
examined the impact of declining participation rates by assuming
a scenario in which initial coverage is 60% in 2015, but declines by
to 40% after 4 revaccination rounds (5% decline every vaccination
round).
Furthermore, we analysed the impact of the 2-year revaccination strategy under the following treatment and prevention
scenarios: i) no ART, ART at ≤200 cells/L from 2004 onwards, and
ART at ≤500 cells/L in 2012; ii) circumcision rates of 0% and 100%;
iii) no condom use and 50% condom use in casual relationships from
2012 onwards. Although some of these values might be unrealistic, we chose them in order to show the maximum effect these
parameters might have on the impact of the vaccine.
3. Results
3.1. Vaccination strategies
Fig. 1 shows the 10-year impact of the base-case scenarios on
the HIV epidemic in Hlabisa, South Africa. A single round of mass
vaccination with the ALVAC/AIDSVAX vaccine in this rural setting
of South Africa will initially reduce HIV incidence in mid-2015 by
about 40% (1.8/100 person-years to 1.1/100 person-years) under
60% coverage, and about 20% (1.8/100 person-years to 1.4/100
person-years) under 30% coverage. However, due to the short-lived
efﬁcacy of the vaccine incidence rates quickly rebound, thus limiting its impact on HIV prevalence (Fig. 1B). The proportion of new
infections prevented under coverage levels of 60% and 30% are 9%
and 5%, respectively, within the ﬁrst 10 years after vaccination
(Fig. 1C).
Revaccination strategies in young adults (aged 15–29) will have
a more profound impact on the HIV epidemic (Fig. 2). Revaccinating
this population every 2 years at coverage levels of 60% will reduce
incidence by 37% (from 0.67% to 0.43%, Fig. 2A) and HIV prevalence
by 23% (11.1% to 8.6%, Fig. 2B) by 2035. The cumulative proportion
of new infections prevented by this strategy is 23% over a 20-year
period (Fig. 2C). Revaccinating every 5 years has a smaller but still
substantial impact, reducing incidence by 16% (from 0.67% to 0.57%)
and HIV prevalence by 12% (11.1–9.8%) by 2035.
3.2. Cost-effectiveness
Table 1 gives an overview of (cost-) effectiveness indicators for
different revaccination strategies. Both 2-year and 5-year revaccination strategies are highly likely to be cost-effective, since the
lowest maximum price of delivering a vaccine in order to remain
highly cost-effective is 104 US$/vaccine (2-year revaccination for
population aged 15–49, 60% coverage). Revaccinating every 5 years
is more cost-effective compared to revaccinating every 2 years. The
most cost-effective strategy is targeting the age-groups with the
highest HIV incidence (NNV = 52 for 2-year revaccination, and 45
for 5-year revaccination), while the biggest impact is achieved by
vaccinating the population aged 15–49 (proportion of new infections prevented = 32% for 2-year revaccination, and 18% for 5-year
revaccination). Risk compensation both regarding healthcare seeking behaviour and sexual behaviour can easily nullify the impact of
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Fig. 1. Impact of base-case vaccination scenarios on HIV epidemic in Hlabisa over the
period 2015–2025. A = HIV prevalence, B = HIV incidence; C = Cumulative proportion
of infections prevented.

vaccination. The only strategy that still shows a clear positive effect
under high levels of risk compensation is the 2-year revaccination
strategy, provided that coverage levels are kept at around 60%.
At a price of 75 US$/vaccine, the initial investment of a 2year revaccination strategy for young adults or high incidence age
groups is fully recovered from reductions in HIV treatment and care
needs over the 20 years period; and net cost savings will occur
(Fig. 3A and C). For the 5-year revaccination strategy, vaccine prices
below 100 US$/vaccine will produce similar effects (Fig. 3B and D).
3.3. Scenario analysis
Table 2 gives an overview of the effect of different assumptions
concerning background sexual networks, background prevention
interventions, and vaccine delivery issues on the proportion of
infections prevented and NNV after 20 years of a 2-year revaccination strategy for young adults at 60% coverage. The level of
the epidemic clearly affects cost-effectiveness. A 10% reduction in
partner change rates, reﬂecting an HIV epidemic comparable to
that of South Africa as a whole, would result in a 40% increase
in the NNV. In addition, the prevalence of background prevention interventions already in place substantially affects the impact
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Fig. 2. Impact of different revaccination strategies on HIV epidemic and proportion
of infections prevented in Hlabisa over the period 2015–2040. A = HIV prevalence,
B = HIV incidence; C = Cumulative proportion of infections prevented.

and cost-effectiveness of vaccination, with high levels of circumcision and condom use lowering cost-effectiveness (both more than
doubling the NNV). In addition, we show that underlying sexual
networks affects the impact of vaccination. Higher levels of concurrency imply more overlapping relationships, and thus a relatively
higher impact of the vaccine given its short lasting efﬁcacy. On the
other hand, the impact of the vaccine is slightly less in more serial
monogamous populations.

4. Discussion
We show that one-off vaccination with ALVAC/AIDSVAX-like
vaccines will have a limited impact in a generalised HIV epidemic
with high HIV incidence and prevalence. However, if immune
responses can be restored through revaccination, vaccination might
become a highly cost-effective intervention. Due to reduced future
costs of HIV treatment and care, HIV vaccines with limited and
waning efﬁcacy, might still result in net cost savings within about
20 years if prices can be kept below 100 US$/vaccine for 5-year
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Table 1
(Cost-) effectiveness of different revaccination strategies with the RV144 vaccine in the Hlabisa sub-district of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. Results are cumulative over
a period of 20 years. NNV = Number Needed to Vaccinate to prevent one new infection. The maximum costs of a single vaccine in order to be cost-effective is based on a
cost-effectiveness threshold of 30,420 US$/life-year gained (3 times South Africa’s per capita GDP of 2009 (10,140 US$), cost-effectiveness threshold for highly cost-effective
interventions is 10,140 US$/life-year gained. M = Male, F = Female. n/a = not available because no life-years were gained and/or infections prevented.
2-year revaccination
Infections
prevented

NNV

5-year revaccination
Max costs to be
cost-effective (US$)

15–29 years
13%
64
641 $/vaccine
30% coverage
23%
70
505 $/vaccine
60% coverage
15–49 years
18%
80
598 $/vaccine
30% coverage
60% coverage
32%
89
312 $/vaccine
15–24 years
8%
64
423 $/vaccine
30% coverage
15%
72
478 $/vaccine
60% coverage
M 25–34 years, F 15–24 years
11%
47
1,381 $/vaccine
30% coverage
20%
52
976 $/vaccine
60% coverage
15–29 years (sexual risk compensation)
1%
1507
184 $/vaccine
30% coverage
12%
82
218 $/vaccine
60% coverage
15–29 years (healthcare seeking risk compensation)
6%
126
N/A
30% coverage
17%
95
264 $/vaccine
60% coverage
15–49 years (targeting high-risk groups)
9%
50
234 $/vaccine
30% coverage
18%
53
203 $/vaccine
60% coverage

Max costs to be highly
cost-effective (US$)

Infections
prevented

NNV

Max costs to be
cost-effective (US$)

Max costs to be highly
cost-effective (US$)

214 $/vaccine
168 $/vaccine

7%
12%

57
60

476 $/vaccine
856 $/vaccine

158 $/vaccine
285 $/vaccine

199 $/vaccine
104 $/vaccine

9%
18%

73
72

540 $/vaccine
977 $/vaccine

180 $/vaccine
326 $/vaccine

141 $/vaccine
159 $/vaccine

8%
4%

65
61

1518 $/vaccine
861 $/vaccine

506 $/vaccine
287 $/vaccine

461 $/vaccine
325 $/vaccine

5%
10%

44
45

1886 $/vaccine
1352 $/vaccine

629 $/vaccine
451 $/vaccine

61 $/vaccine
73 $/vaccine

−7%
0%

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
88 $/vaccine

−1%
6%

N/A
123

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2111 $/vaccine
1831 $/vaccine

5%
8%

47
51

312 $/vaccine
177 $/vaccine

2807 $/vaccine
1589 $/vaccine

revaccination strategies, and below 75 US$/vaccine for 2-year
revaccination strategies.
Although these results are promising, countervailing forces
should be considered. Risk compensation through reduced condom
use or a reduced propensity to seek HIV treatment and care might
counteract the initial impact of vaccination. In addition, participation dynamics affect both the impact and cost-effectiveness of
the vaccine. Whether individuals with multiple recent partners are
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more likely to participate can further alter the cost-effectiveness
ratio, as well as the level of consistency of participation for revaccination strategies. Also, the question remains as to whether
the ALVAC/AIDSVAX vaccine is effective at all. The modiﬁed
intention-to-treat analysis presented by Rerks-Ngarm et al. was
only borderline signiﬁcant (p = 0.04), and there were no immunological effects measured [5]. Moreover, the trial took place in
Thailand where subtype B and recombinant subtypes of the HIV-
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Fig. 3. Cumulative net cost of combined ART and vaccination program in Hlabisa. Cumulative net costs of the vaccination and ART program compared to the total ART costs
in the absence of a vaccine are shown for different vaccine price levels (25 US$, 50 US$, 75 US$, 100 US$, and 200 US$ per vaccine). A = 2-year revaccination for the population
aged 15–29 (60% coverage); B = 5-year revaccination for the population aged 15–29 (60% coverage); C = 2-year revaccination for the age groups with highest HIV incidence
(women aged 15–24; men aged 25–34, 60% coverage). D = 5-year revaccination for the age groups with highest HIV incidence (women aged 15–24; men aged 25–34, 60%
coverage).
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Table 2
Impact of alternative assumptions regarding background sexual network, background prevention and treatment interventions, and vaccine programmatic issues on proportion
of new infections prevented and number needed to vaccinate (NNV) over the period 2015–2035. Revaccination strategy is 2-year revaccination for young adults (aged 15–29),
at coverage levels of 60%.
Parameter
Different sexual networksa
More serial monogamy
More concurrency
Overall partner change ratesb
+10% (adult HIV prevalence in 2009 = 33%)
−10% (adult HIV prevalence in 2009 = 20%)
ART use
No ART
≤200 cells/l
≤500 cells/l
Circumcision rates
0%
100%c
Condom use
No condoms
50% by 2012
Heterogeneity of participation
Individuals with multiple recent partners more likely to participate
Individuals with multiple recent partners less likely to participate
Duration of vaccination round
2 years
1 day
Consistency of participation
No consistency
Full consistency
Declining participation ratesd

Proportion of infections prevented (Baseline = 23%)

NNV (Baseline = 70)

21%
26%

78
62

23%
23%

63
97

17%
23%
20%

35
43
130

24%
21%

63
157

24%
17%

37
152

25%
19%

59
90

21%
24%

75
67

24%
19%
19%

63
86
89

a
Sexual networks were adjusted by reducing or increasing duration of relationships and propensity to form new relationships. For comparison purposes, circumcision
and condom use rates were used to ﬁne-tune the HIV epidemic in order to replicate the baseline prevalence levels.
b
Resulting in HIV prevalence levels as indicated in Figure S2D.
c
Scale up from 25% to 100% in 2012.
d
from 60% coverage in 2015 to 40% coverage in 2023 (after 4 vaccination rounds).

1 virus are dominant, while the HIV-1 subtype C is dominant
in Southern Africa [36]. It is unknown whether an unmodiﬁed
ALVAC/AIDSVAX vaccine will display the same, if any, effect on
the transmission of subtype C HIV-1. Finally, whether the immune
response can be restored through revaccination or not was not
tested by Rerks-Ngarm et al. Therefore, conﬁrmation of our results
can only follow from subsequent trials incorporating revaccination
strategies, preferably carried out in highly endemic areas.
The implementation of an intervention inevitably entails a
trade-off between the cost-effectiveness of different, competing,
interventions. In addition, it involves non-ﬁnancial issues such as
equity and feasibility [37]. Although a moderately effective vaccine might be cost-effective, interventions need to be prioritized
by their marginal cost-effectiveness, which may still be higher for
other interventions, such as scaling up male circumcision [38,39].
Also, while we considered an international benchmark on the basis
of GDP per capita to deﬁne interventions as (highly) cost-effective,
we realize that this benchmark is poorly grounded in economic
theory and therefore somewhat arbitrary. In addition, it might also
be ethically moot to let the valuation of human life depend on
per capita GDP. Nevertheless, we still consider it convenient in the
absence of local comparative cost-effectiveness information. Furthermore, in order to avoid unnecessary complexity, we assumed
vaccination only for the HIV negative population. There are indications that a large part of the HIV positive population is aware of their
status since 21% is on treatment [20], and 60% of those diagnosed
with HIV have a CD4 cell count of >200 cells/L and are thus ineligible to initiate treatment (Figure S2G). Since many HIV infected
patients are aware of their status and thus unlikely to participate
in a vaccination campaign, our assumption that only the HIV negative participates will slightly underestimate the total costs of a
vaccination programme. On the other hand, DALYs averted are also

slightly underestimated by our assumption that life-years gained
reﬂect DALYs averted, as living with an infection is associated with
a somewhat lower quality of life, and accounts for about 9% of
the total DALY loss due to HIV in Africa [32]. Finally, we did not
consider the broader economic and societal impact of preventing
HIV infections through vaccination, which might further improve
cost-effectiveness ratios [40].
We show that the population level impact of a vaccine in terms
of proportion of new infections prevented does not differ much for
different levels of endemicity. Nevertheless, the cost-effectiveness
of an ALVAC/AIDSVAX-like vaccine depends on absolute numbers
averted per vaccination and will thus be reduced signiﬁcantly under
lower endemicity levels. This implies that population-wide vaccination strategies with such a vaccine may only be cost-effective in
highly endemic generalized epidemics. In countries with concentrated epidemics, risk group targeting may be considered.
In our STDSIM model, we were able to explore a wide range
of mechanisms such as underlying sexual networks, treatment
and prevention interventions, individual based risk compensation,
and propensity and consistency of vaccination participation, that
could possibly inﬂuence the impact of vaccination. We show that
simpliﬁed assumptions regarding mechanisms might result in conclusions that are not necessarily correct. The complexity of the
inﬂuence of these different mechanisms therefore merits the use of
a model that is capable of simulating the sexual network of a speciﬁc settings as well as the interaction between different treatment
and prevention interventions that are in place, and an individual
based propensity and consistency of participation, i.e. an individual (“agent”) based microsimulation model. On the other hand,
our ﬁnding that these factors inﬂuence model predictions also
increases the requirement for quality data to quantify the associated model parameters.
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5. Conclusions
Despite the fact that the trial results of Rerks-Ngarm et al. [5]
were initially labelled as interesting but not useful for implementation [41], our results suggest that a vaccine with limited and
waning efﬁcacy might be a cost-effective intervention in generalized HIV epidemics and can even lead to net cost savings, however
provided that the immune response can be restored through revaccination and no risk-compensation takes place. A single round
of mass vaccination will indeed only have a limited and shortlived impact. Since the trial results are borderline signiﬁcant and
took place in Thailand, subsequent trials of ALVAC/AIDSVAX-like
vaccines in high endemic countries are needed. Furthermore, we
present clear advantages of individual-based modelling in evaluating HIV prevention interventions, since the impact of the vaccine is
dependent on the background sexual network, combination of prevention interventions, and individuals’ propensity and consistency
to participate in vaccination campaigns.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.vaccine.2011.06.059.
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